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Status
Closed

Subject
Article topic-image not displayed in chrome (45.x)

Version
14.x

Category
Error

Feature
All / Undefined

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
erik.qvam

Lastmod by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Rating
(0)

Description
When using an article topic image (png/jpg) it shows (tiki-view_articles.php) in recent Firefox (40.x)
and Internet Explorer (11.x), but not in recent Google Chrome (45.x). This is tested on
windows7/8.x. The fault is also experienced on Android 5.1/Chrome (updated Sony Xperia Z3). The
fault is experienced with tiki 14.1svn rev 56180 and demo.tiki.org/14.x

The biggest consequence is that article topic images may not be shown on recent Android/Chrome.
This might be a severe fault if topic images is used to communicate article importance.

I expected the article topic image to show ;-)

The obvious workaround is to use a different browser, but that is maybe not the first an Android
user will try.

It's probably easy to fix since it is related to how Google Chrome (fails to) interpret the image, while
FF and IE does.

https://dev.tiki.org/item5711-Article-topic-image-not-displayed-in-chrome-45-x
https://dev.tiki.org/dl1002?display
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Solution
Fixed by SVN commit 56200. A known Bootstrap problem for Chrome. I don't see how it was fixed
(we're using the latest Bootstrap version) but I added a CSS rule and changed some classes around
the image, so hope this solves the problem without side effects.

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
9

Priority
63

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
5711

Created
Wednesday 16 September, 2015 06:15:34 GMT-0000
by erik.qvam

LastModif
Thursday 17 September, 2015 07:32:15 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 16 Sep 15 16:08 GMT-0000

Looks like there are some bootstrap changes that cause the div containing those images to have no
width, so some bootstrap expert is needed to fix it i'm afraid (i looked, couldn't work it out, template's
too messy, sorry)

Needs to have bootstrap grid classes added, of the img width:100% removing afaics...

Gary Cunningham-Lee 17 Sep 15 05:55 GMT-0000

Seems to be related to this: https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/16120 (combination of a.thumbnail

https://dev.tiki.org/dl1003?display
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/16120
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inside div.media-left).
If I remove the thumbnail class on the anchor tag around the image, then it displays. I don't really
understand yet how the bug was resolved by Bootstrap, as we're using the latest version, 3.3.5. Still
checking on the best solution.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5711-Article-topic-image-not-displayed-in-chrome-45-x

https://dev.tiki.org/item5711-Article-topic-image-not-displayed-in-chrome-45-x
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